
THERE WHEN YOU NEED US

Connect & Control 



Remote 
monitoring  
by DTGen

KEY FEATURES

User Configurable Access  
Allocate different user privileges, enabling 
admin users the ability to provide full control 
or read only access, to prevent accidental 
system changes.

Single User or Organisational Accounts  
Operate as a single user with full control or 
create an organisational account allowing 
access to multiple users with flexible 
permissions.

Configurable Reporting  
Choose the reports you want to see and send 
automatically by email or SMS to a maximum 
of 25 users.

Configurable User Interfaces  
Create bespoke user interfaces using 
configurable widgets and templates to allow 
quick and easy access to key equipment and 
site data.

Customisable Branding  
Organisational accounts facilitate custom 
branded backgrounds and logos to be used, 
producing screens with a bespoke corporate 
identity.

App for Mobile & Tablet  
Available for iOS and Android devices. The App 
can be linked to sites pre-configured using a 
desktop connection.

Geo-Fencing & Asset Tracking  
Protect against theft or movement by creating 
a virtual geographic boundary around your 
equipment using GPS.

Maintenance Scheduling & Logging  
Plan and customise essential maintenance 
schedules and keep logs of previous 
maintenance work for all users to view.

Event Triggers  
Set up event triggers to email or text users 
when specific conditions occur, including active 
alarms, low fuel levels and genset status.

4G (GSM/Ethernet) Communication  
Works with SIM cards from any network 
provider, enabling the technology to be used 
globally. It can be set up with an ethernet 
connection for dual communication if one fails 
the other can take over.

Connect & Control 

Using industry-leading technology and an online management tool for 
remote control and monitoring, you can access your generators and 
switchgear* 24/7  across multiple applications from anywhere in the world.  
*Depending on DSE module



How it works  
Our Connect & Control remote monitoring system 
uses the DSE 890 along with a 4G/GPS antenna and a 
SIM card to provide real time equipment monitoring.

Full access to the controls can be achieved if paired 
with a compatible DSE controller, including starting 
and stopping the generator set and control of 
breakers to select if you want to run on generator  
or mains.

Additionally, a fuel gauge can be added to monitor 
fuel, this can be set to alarm at different stages. 
Handy if you have any remote sites.

You can receive fault and management alerts by 
text or email or let DTGen receive the alerts on your 
behalf and manage any issues for you as part of your 
service contract. 

How much does it cost?   
It will vary depending on your existing 
equipment. If you require a control panel 
upgrade, we can offer savings through a 
package price, and if we are monitoring on your 
behalf, a SIM card will be added to your monthly 
service contract. 

FOR AN ACCURATE COST,  
PLEASE CONTACT THE TEAM  
service@dtgen.co.uk  
Head office: 0141 956 7764  
Birmingham: 0121 769 0748, 
www.dtgen.co.uk

Compatibility  
For maximum performance, the DSE 890 should 
be used with a DSE control panel. However, we can 
install with non-DSE panels or offer a control panel 
upgrade to ensure compatibility. 

Connect & Control works across desktop, laptop, 
tablet and mobile.


